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Editor's Note

A new year, a fresh start is upon us and looking
back, we as country, as a continent and as a
world have gone through so much loss and still
are, with uncertainty of what is to come in the
months of the global pandemic, Covid19. One
thing that is truly remarkable is the ability of the
world, coming together, nations supporting
each other through all we are experiencing. We
saw the world having to rethink, revaluate, and
recreate what was a norm. We saw the falls of
huge companies that for decades were our
pillars and source of strength, but we also saw
the other minor companies take on the weight
and rise to the ever-challenging environment.
With this issue we look back to the year that
was 2020 and mourn the passing of so many
loved ones, and say hello to the dawn of 2021
with all the unknown to us. What it will hold, but
certainly we as a country, as a continent, as the
world, we are ready for.

In this Issue we say hello to extra-ordinary
individuals, architects in their own rights, that
have come a long way, and are still yet to grow
and blossom into exceptional, talented and
well-rounded individuals. We share a spotlight
on exceptional people in our country and in our
continent that keep at performing no matter
what they are faced with on a daily basis. We
give you a trend alert on one trend that may
just be here to stay and change the norm, while
still giving the incredible work that you have
gotten to know and love about Oak MAG! This
is the Style Architect Issue!
We hope you spread the Love and spread the
issue, tune into our socials for updates and also
just interact with us. [@officialoakave]

Katlego Edgar Magano
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Surround yourself with individuals who will show up and show off in your
life.
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@nyiko_db
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1.My passport
Because of this little book, I've been afforded the
opportunity to travel and experience different cultures,
people and mind blowing landscapes.
2.Beard Cream
Being part of theelite beard gang, I have to make sure my
beard is well taken care of.
3.Suzuki Boulevard
This has been a favorite for years now. It is a beast of
a cruiser for me because of its looks and speed.
4.My art
I love painting, creating art is my favorite thing to do.
5.Cappuccino
As much as it's great for breakfast, I love coffee and I
can have it anytime of the day.
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3 MAKE-UP TRENDS
TO FOLLOW
01

Smokey
Eyes

02 Colourful

Mascara

03 Graphic

Lines
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Words by Themba Dlamini
An Old International Trend of Men Who Are Totally
Okay With Rocking Painted Nails in Public has Hit our
Shores.
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NAIL ART FOR MEN?!
MANY FASHION TRENDS HAVE BECOME UNISEX OVER THE
YEARS. WHY NOT THIS ONE?

For the longest time women have
wanted to go to salons with their
boyfriends or husbands, all in the
name of doing activities together.
That has been a difficult task, until
recently. A new trend (in South
Africa) is brewing, while it has
been doing the rounds for a while
overseas, with the likes of Seal,
Brad Pitt, Harry Styles, Rihanna’s
latest beau ASAP Rocky and many
more. Salon owner Kay says she is
seeing more and more men walking
into her salon wanting to colour
their nails.

WHY DO MEN COLOUR
THEIR NAILS?
While waiting in line for my
appointment, I started a
conversation with a gentleman at
the salon who was there for a soak
off (from his previous nail work,
which
was black and white nail polish) and
I struck a conversation with him. He
says he does it as acreative
expression and he is easily mistaken
for a gay guy as

only “women can paint their nails”,
worst-case scenario… gay guys!
During our chat he tells me of what
he was thinking of doing next,
chrome!!! I was like, okay… a bit
extreme for me. I will settle to my
black. The ladies at the spa tell me
that they have been seeing more and
more heterosexual guys come inA lot
of women still find it taboo that a guy
would go to a nail bar and put on
clear nail polish, so a colour-nail
polish is a no, no to most. This is a
trend though that will be gaining
momentum especially with the
younger generation as gender fluidity
because the thing of the norm.
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SO YOU WANT TO TRY OUT
THIS TREND, HERE ARE A
FEW TIPS BELOW:
Select a polish color that you can
wear confidently. Try simple artwork
like a couple of black lines on natural
nails then move over to darker shades
like black, gray, or navy blue till you
gain your confidence, then you can
try bolder colours like yellow.
Select a Nail Bar. Select a nail bar,
where you would feel comfortable in
asking questions before you can start
your journey. Have an honest
conversation with the technicians
about your fears and your favorite
colors. I start by also put matt on mine
so that they don’t get too shiny.

Rock your look with confidence. Nail
polish is a fun way to add extra flair or
style to your look, and is a great way
to make yourself feel bold and stylish.
Even if most of your male friends don’t
paint their nails, you can still wear the
look confidently.
Ignore bullies. If you’re being
harassed because you chose to paint
your nails, you don’t have to change
your behavior or stop painting them. If
a bully makes snide comments about
you behind your back or in a nonaggressive way, it’s best to ignore
them.
2 places that I know offer these in the
Randburg area are Alasanti corner
Reublic & West Street Randburg and
The Treat by Kay at Fairland Walk.

"YOU’RE DEFINITELY NO
LESS MASCULINE OR NO
MORE WITH NAIL POLISH"
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YOUNG,
BOLD
STYLE
MOGULS
PURSUING THEIR
PASSIONS

We are all multi-talented individuals, who are just
waiting for the right moment to show each other the
talents and gifts we have within us all. It takes great
courage and passion to pursue ones dream that
sometimes in life some may never build up courage
to, but there are some that are pushing and
dedicating their lives to their talent. Nurturing and
growing their talents, thus expanding into empires
that one day we all will look up to and also for their
legacy which will be left long after they have left this
world. Such people doing exceptional work with their
talent constantly surround us, and we at Oak Mag
had the greatest pleasure of spending time with such
3 individuals that push and work hard for their
future.

Words by; Katlego Edgar Magano
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LETHABO
BERENG
Lethabo Wears
Blue Suit / K.Moraba&Collective
White Blouse / Oak Ave
Mustard Pants / Bam Collective
Jewlery & Shoes / Stylist Own .
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LETHABO
BERENG

"NATURALLY
WHEN I SEE
SOMEONE
STRUGGLING, I
HELP,”
A talented actor that has pursued his
passion of acting, which first started back
when he was in high school at
Randfontein high school, “I remember the
first time I set foot on stage, it was 2007,
I was in grade 8, being on that stage was
such a liberating experience for me,” says
Lethabo and since then he has been able
to be in the creative industry for over 5
years and has been fortunate enough to
grow and nurture his skills and talents
such as acting, modeling and being a
stylist. We have been lucky enough to
watch his talents for the arts grow and
manifest each and every year. After high
school, Lethabo got accepted into the
Market Theatre Laboratory, which trains
actors and theatre makers, and has
trained some of the industry greats such
as, Harriet Manamela, Warren Masemola
and Lindiwe Ndlovu. During his year,
there were hundreds of hopefuls that had
applied and only 12 were accepted and
that included Lethabo Bereng. This was a
huge accomplishment and through the
programme that Lethabo attended, he
got exposed to other mediums of
expression in the industry, such as being
approached by photographers to be a
model, thus igniting an interest in
modeling and photography.In his final
year Lethabo worked on a play, Milk and
Honey and during this time the theatre
had someone come in to do the set and
the costumes for the play.
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"ALL THESE
CAREERS
REVEALED
THEMSELVES
TO ME."

“The set was beautiful, the costume not
so much. Naturally when I see someone
struggling, I help,” says Lethabo and
with this opportunity Lethabo was able
to highlight an aspect that not even he
saw coming until his exit interview. The
institution highlighted the fact that he
has an eye for design and was then
asked to shadow the in-house designer
at the Market Theatre. This allowed him
to expand his vision and understanding
of clothing used for productions,
grooming his talents in design and
styling. This then later allowed Lethabo
to start his own styling company and
also fuse three mediums which he
loves, fashion, modeling and
photography in various editorials. His
own personal style also naturally grew
and formed to be one of the industy’s
most stylish individuals that is able to
merge the ever growing trend of non
binary when it comes to clothing and
the style that a men have been
conformed to wear as society.

Being able to surround himself with
family and friends that have shown
their love and support to Lethabo has
seen him take on roles he was not even
sure he could do, but his drive and love
for the arts kept him pushing and show
hardwork and determination. “I have
an army of people that helped me and
still are till this day. When I auditioned
for ‘Hustle’ they asked me to come in
looking like the character. She was a
trans woman. I had no idea where to
begin. My friends helped. One was
doing my makeup, one was sourcing
clothes for me and another was running
lines with me to prep me for the
audition. It was magical! Four friends in
one room working towards a common
goal.” The love and support that
Lethabo has gotten has been a key
factor in his rise in the industry and has
helped him push beyond himself and
beyond other challenges that he may
have experienced along his journey.
Lethabo says, they took a chance on
me, saw potential and he would not be
where he is if it was not for them.

With a dream of one day having his
own space, where creatives and likeminded individuals can come and have
a space where they are able to create
and be themselves. Be it through a
foundation or an institution. Lethabo
Bereng has set his eye on being able to
house these creatives all under his
foundation and will see this come to life
in the near future. Not forgetting his
roots and his passion of acting on
screen and being on stage he still has
quite a few more roles that he wants to
expand into and bring to life, “What I
do know is that the world wants me
and the feeling is mutual.” “Today I’m a
stage and screen actor, model and
stylist and all these passions/careers
chose me or rather revealed
themselves to me.” We can now see
Lethabo on the series, How To Ruin
Christmas which is show on Netflix
South Africa.

bridal | september 2019
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What have been some challenges that you
have faced?
A lot! From having to deal with difficult
casting directors to having to lock down time
and date with models for fittings. 3 major
ones though have to be finding inspiration,
persistence and deciding and sticking to a
look that’s marketable. Sometimes I am just
not inspired enough to create and play. I am
such an emotional sponge and I consume a lot
daily and that affects my art. I have tried for
years to stay as far away from any kind of
mental consumption, to let art take over my
soul and change me to a deeper person who
does not get affected by their surroundings
when it comes to their inner peace. It’s
Us R
d i f f i c u l t , s t i l l a w o r k i n p r o gOr e
s . SJo O
m eUt i R
m eNs E Y
this breathing thing called life can be a lot.
We have to wake up on time, meet deadlines
and finish our tasks. Most days are hectic and
they need persistence. As creatives the
hardest part is trusting our work and
ourselves enough to keep going everyday
without the need of having someone to push
us.For years I have struggled to place myself
as an actor and model in the industry. I was
told that my look was going to work against
me and that I would not book any jobs. It did
for a while. As an androgynous, enigmatic
young man trying to make it into the industry
it was a challenge. Still is. Fortunately now I
have a beard and I get to play around with
different looks. Looks that are marketable.

" I

A M C O N
A N D T H A
F O R E V E R
C R U S H

Has the industry been welcoming to you?
The fact that I am not the prettiest, most
talented and don’t have the “right” social
numbers but I’m still able to book jobs, I would
say yes. I got my first break into the industry two
years after graduating and I have not looked
back ever since. In an industry that’s known to
be extremely cold, superficial, pretentious and
exploitative I have been extremely privileged and
grateful to have met individuals who have my
best interest at heart.
Who have been your support structures and
would say they have helped you in your
journey? Carlynn de Waal-Smit. My agent. I
walked into her office 5 years ago. She had no
T H R O U Gi dHe O
5a sC, Ih T
a U
w hTo I2w
a dI E
n oS
t seen me perform but she
took a chance on me. She looked at me once and
said “I have big plans for you”. This was after I
had been shopping for an agency for months. All
of them rejected me and finally I met a person
who was willing to represent me and give me a
shot. 5 years later and I still feel safe and
protected by her and the rest of the Contractors
team.
Who would you like to work with in your
coming projects and why?
Jake Nathane. He has an upcoming show at the
Market Theatre called Decent. It’s a concept that
uses theatre narrative to tell a story, to have fun
and to have a conversation about art. It’s about
music, fashion and creating a fantasy and mainly
inspired by drag aesthetics and drag culture. It’s
a project

S T A N T L Y L E A R N I N G
T I S W H Y I
W I L L
H A V E A N A R T I S T I C
O N H I S W O R K . "

Who would you like to work with in your coming projects and why? continued
that we are working extremely collaboratively to try and offer something the South
African entertainment industry hasn’t ever offered yet. I’ve worked with Jake for 3
years (he is my co-star in Born Naked) and he is the epitome of innate talent. I feel like
I haven’t taken everything that I need to from him. I am constantly learning and that is
why I will forever have an artistic crush on his work. I have learned a lot from him not
only as a multidisciplinary artist, but as a friend to. He’s got an eye and mind I would
like to lend. A visionary. I was honoured and humbled when he asked me to oversee the
costume design and styling for this amazing upcoming project.
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" B R E N D A F A S S I E
S A Y I N G O N E
S H O U L D N ’ T B E
S H Y , O T H E R W I S E
T H E Y ’ L L L O S E A
L O T O F
O P P O R T U N I T I E S . "

What values, attitudes and beliefs, would
you say, you need to be a sucesss?
There’s no shame in knowing your limits.
Be clear about who you are. Be loud about it.
Honesty should be the bedrock of your
foundation. Honesty to self and to others.
Hard work. Working hard, with focus and
desire is the key to getting ahead.
Confidence. There’s an iconic video of Brenda
Fassie saying one shouldn’t be shy, otherwise
they’ll lose a lot of opportunities.
Perseverance. Persistence and perseverance
are ingredients that any happy and successful
person put into practice.
You are only as good as your team or those
around you, so build and motivate them and
push them to be the best they can be, not only
for you but for themselves too.
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NOKUKHANYA
SEPHADI
Khanya Wears
Green Suit & Bustier / K.Moraba&Collective
Gold Dress / Ezokhetho
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"NEVER GIVING
UP IS PART OF
MY DNA"
NOKUKHANYA SEPHADI

A pure lover of fashion, with her palse on
fashion and the latest trends, she has had
quite a journey through various businesses
and a foundation that she has started and
kept going through the years. It was not an
easy journey though, she had a few ups and
downs but Khanya has been reselent and
determined to succeed in whatever she
does. “My love for fashion nginyicele
ebeleni (breast fed, which means it’s
something she inherited), my parents loved
the finer things in life” she chimes in as we
sit and she takes us back through her life,
which she also describes as an eventful one.
Her ability to always look at the bigger
picture and keep moving no matter what life
has thrown at her has allowed Khanya to be
a force to be reckoned with in the various
industries that she is a part of, being
fashion, enterprenuership and philanthropy
to name a few.
Born in Leratong Hospital, Soweto and
moved to Durban, in Kwa Zulu Natal
province when she was 6 months old then
moved back to Soweto after she turned 18 to
reside with her mother and grandmother.
She knew from a young age that business
was what she wanted to get into and not
just other people’s businesses but her own.
Thus from her childhood experiences and
memories such as making food for her
friends who lived in the same neighborhood
to also sharing her love of fashion with them
through giving her priceless garments away
to the friends and neighbors that needed
them more and also the memory of her late
mother’s sister, Mapule who Khanya says,
“She would drive all the way from Pretoria
with a car full of groceries and KFC and our
whole neighborhood would indulge. The
happy faces that beamed when that old
Mercedes was driving through the streets of
Moloto gave so much hope.” Building her a
strong connection and bond with her fellow
neighbors. This showed the caring and
companion character that was instilled in
Khanya from a young age by her mother,
aunts and grandmothers and so this ignited
the fuel to continue to help others
throughout her life.
Khanya went on to study marketing and soon
after graduated and began working in
numerous companies, which later she
actually saw that her connections in the
corporate industry would be able to assist
her with one of her passions which was to
help people that are not so privileged as she
has been in life and that giving birth to
Gorata Foundation. With plans to grow the
foundation in leaps and bounds by helping
other smaller foundations to be able to be
self sustainable.
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Khanya also plans on starting a fashion house,
keeping in touch with her fashion and style
passion which she has always had and kept
going through the years. Her travels and
connections to the fashion capitals has
allowed her to learn and grow her passion in
the fashion industry. This allowed her to grow
her own personal style to attract clients that
have needed her touch and eye when it came
to fashion and buying items for them. One
other thing that was embedded in
Nokukhanya’s DNA is to never give up on her
passions, what she loves and who she cares
about, by the people in her life, her father,
mother, her son, husband, her family and
close friends as a whole.
This is her community, one that has always
been there for her, physically, emotionally and
mentally making her to keep up at whatever
she is doing and has set her mind on.

As a young black woman, Khanya has faced
quite a lot, from being let down by people
she's most close to and learning to trust and
put her vision in other peoples hands. She’s
also learned to believe in herself, her dream,
her passion and her abilities that she has
learned along the way, her ever growing
journey in everything that she touches.

YOUNG
BLACK WOMAN
OAK
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"MY MOTHER, MY FATHER, MY
HUSBAND, MY FAMILY AND MY
CLOSE FRIENDS AS A WHOLE HAVE
BEEN MY SUPPORT STRUCTURES"
What have been some challenges that you have
faced?
So funding for the foundation has been the highest of
the challenges that I have faced and had to sustain
my foundation myself for a while from my other work,
which also didn't yield much success but through it all
we keep moving because I am the type of person that
looks at the bigger picture.
Has the industry been welcoming to you?
Not at all, I realised that Companies had already had
foundations they had been working with and it wasn't
easy to jut trust a startup. So building relationships
was my next option even though today I'm still
building relationships, which have not come through as
yet, but we keep pushing.
Who would you like to work with in your coming
projects and why?
I would definitely look forward to a lot of corporates
collaborating with us; no man is an island. I'm not
going to nitpick but big corporates can make a big
difference in ploughing back into our economy. I have
so many ideas that need an ear just as a start.

What values, attitudes and beliefs, would you say,
you need to be a sucesss?
Believe in yourself
Never give up
Trust the process no matter how tough it gets
PRAYER and hard work goes a long way
Be true to yourself
BE HONEST in everything you do.
Who have been your support structures and would
say they have helped you in your journey?
My father, my mother, my husband, my family and close
friends as a whole have been my support structures
throughout my life and they have helped me through their
constant support with every move and decision that I’ve
made.
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LEROY
MARC
Leroy Wears
Pink Suit / Zara Man
Grey Golfer and Grey Pants / Zara Man
Accessories & Shoes / Stylist Own.

A vital
ingredient to
the local
fashion
industry.
Trend alert, sexy, fashionable, well-connected individual that
is highly determined, visionary and charming, these are some
of the words that comes to mind when one mentions Leroy
Marc. He is a vital ingredient to the local fashion industry as
he is an advocate for local designers, brands and creatives as
a whole.
Leroy is certainly a multi-talented being with talents and skills
ranging from public speaker, fashion correspondence, TV
presenter, radio personality to name a few. With a
background in law, Leroy Marc is one not to be messed with,
because when he puts his mind on something he makes
certain that he brings his A-game,

especially now that he has added entrepreneurship to his list
of gifts. With a recently launched premium under wear brand
for men that has exceptional quality materials and unique
styles. Leroy Marc and Business partner Billy Bokako, through
their vision launched House of Basil in September 2020.
They saw a gap in the market, for a luxury locally made under
wear brand for men and this is how the brand got birthed.
From buying under wear from international brands and their
expectations not being met, then when the product
eventually gets delivered and also the processes of just
getting the items was quite a mission for them and they saw a
market crying out for locally made items. The brand was
released in the midst of the global pandemic, Covid19 and
even though the pandemic was there they received a lot of
support and success.
From the early age of 11, Leroy knew he had a passion for
fashion when he would be putting together looks that he
would be wearing for the day, being able to research the
latest trends around the world and later in life working closely
with local designers which allowed him to get a feel for the
textile used for the various looks that they have created. Now
being able to put what he has learned into action on his own
personal passion
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of being a fashion entrepreneur, which has
been a dream in the works for the last two
years. He was able to use his previous
knowledge and also his understanding that one
needs to learn as they go and one needs to
just get up and get into it!
Though Leroy Marc and Billy Bokako had the
concept and idea to start the brand, neither of
them had the actual experience and
knowledge of actually starting but they both
knew what it would need for the brand to
succeed and get it off the ground. Just like
most, they faced a couple of obstacles starting
out but with persistence and dedication, they
managed to surpass them and had a large
loyal clientele within the first few weeks of the
launch. It’s been four months since the brand
was released but it is growing at an
exceptional rate that even Leroy did not see
coming and now with plans of expanding the
brand’s initial collection into creating a ladies
collection to increase their already large
clientele. “Being able to also create a CMT,
which are people that are able to cut, make
and trim clothing, with exceptional knowledge
of manufacturing, this resulting in Leroy
creating a Hub for creatives where each one is
able to come together where the entire value
chain in the creating process can be under one
roof and we can help each other with our
projects.
With the brand being young, Leroy and Billy
were able to communicate with other young
brands that are producing the same product.
“We learned along the way with other young
like-minded brands,” creating a community
where they were able to assist each other and
form a friendship that wanted each other to
succeed, helping each other where the other
may fall short or may not have enough
knowledge about. Since Leroy has been
exposed to the industry, he has experienced
quite a lot compared to most and with that,
sees that starting a business in South Africa is
not easy. Leroy says he would, “Change the
manner of how we as a country do business.”
Having worked in corporate and now starting
his business, he sees that there is a gap
between corporations, government and
entrepreneurs that is not helping small
businesses to grow and succeed in whatever
fields they are in. Leroy is definitely a force
that one needs to keep their eye on, with so
much that is still coming for him and also his
own passions and vision.

“Change the
manner of how we
as a country do
business.”
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"JUST DO,
THERE IS
NEVER A
PERFECT
TIME TO
START
SOMETHING"
What have been some challenges that you
have faced?
Getting capital, Suppliers and CMT’s that can
not keep up with the demand and the CMT’s
that are over worked. Getting into the market,
with the market so small, people are hectic with
checking and being loyal to certain brands.
Has the industry been welcoming to you?
The industry has been very supportive, with
the brand being just 3 months old, we had to
grow the brand used a marketing strategy that
allowed us to interact with our clients directly
and producing a product of an honest and high
quality.
What values, attitudes and beliefs, would
you say, you need to be a sucesss?
Just Do, there is never a perfect time to start
something, once you have a concept or idea,
its important to move on it and take a leap of
faith on it.
Learn from every single experience.
Believe in your vision and passion.
Keep at it no matter what.
Be able to take peoples opinions and thoughts
as they might just be helping you, (have a thick
skin).
Who have been your support structures and
would say they have helped you in your
journey?
My business partner, Billy has played a huge
role. Friends and family for their constant
support and being my number one clients. our
CMT lady, Julie.
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Who would you like to work with in your
coming projects and why?
Creating more capsule collections with local
entertainers and also being able to partner up
with corporations and other local designers to
create an upscale luxury set of various
collections. OM
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Credits
Director / Themba Dlamini of Oak Ave
Photographer / Simz Mkhwanazi of
Best Friends
Make-Up Artist / Mamello Mokhele
Stylist / Themba Dlamini & Katlego
Magano of Oak Ave
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MAET EHT

Director - Katlego Magano, Photographer - Ngoma Mphahlele, Editor / Retoucher - Andile Komanisi, Stylist Themba Dlamini, Make-Up Artist - Mamello Mokhele, Model - JoyceNgozi Chidebe
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Head scarf and Sunglasses- By Oak Ave

The Power of Women whom have lost
their heart, their reason to live. Their
Love, but they continue and prevail
through the pain .
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Dress by Ezokhetho, Hat by Oak Ave, Sheer Scarf by Oak Ave, Accessories by Lovisa

Dress by Oak Ave Linen Collection, Corset by K.Moraba&Collective, Hat, head wrap and Hat by Oak Ave, Accessoreries by Lovisa

Going through the pain,
heartache and emotions while
still being able to keep their
composure, elegance though
society is dictating their
behaviour and how they need
to act.
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Dress and Shirt by Bam Collective, Hat Sheer Scarf by Oak Ave
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Skirt and Body Statement Body Suit by Ezoketho, Head Scarf and Accessories by Oak Ave
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Skirt and Body Statement Body Suit by Ezoketho, Head Scarf and Accessories by Oak Ave
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Black Stop and Skirt with Belt by Oak Ave, Leather Coat by K.Moraba&Collective, Accessories by Oak Ave, HeadBand by
Lovisa
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Leather Coat by K.Moraba&Collective

Affordable yet Exceptional Photography
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THEMBA DLAMINI
KATLEGO MAGANO
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AFRICA YOUR
TIME IS NOW!
African designers taking centre stage!
SOURCED

IMAGES

&

CONTENT

Africa has always been in the forefront of fashion but I think it took Beyonce when she
came for the Global Citizen concert to re-affirm that when she chose a couple of African
designers. When Papama released a line of t-shirts that had Africa Your Time is Now, we
thought it was just another writing on a t-shirt or another t-shirt brand not understanding
that it was a prophesy, an affirmation that would

urge some designers to succeed both locally an internationally. Let’s have a look at some of
the African designers who have made their mark both nationally and internationally.
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P A P A M A
M T W I S H A
BUTTER PUDDING
IG | @BUTTERPUDDING_

WITH A DIVERSE 15-YEAR
CAREER, PAPAMA MTWISHA HAS
WORKED IN ALL ASPECTS OF
THE FASHION INDUSTRY.

From fashion design to fashion directing
for publications, wardrobe styling for the
TV and film industry to personal styling
and image consulting, and heading up a
luxury retail concept called Luminance as
creative director. It is no wonder why
there was no question around the quality
of the products Papama was producing
when she released the Africa Your Time is
Now t-shirts. The brand has grown from
just producing t-shirts, to a full collection
(including jackets, sweaters, jumpsuits,
candles, kimono, kids boots and more) as
well as Butter Pudding. Butter Pudding is
a clothing label for undeniably cool
children inspired by Papama’s two
beautiful daughters. In 2019, Papama got
a lucrative international distribution deal
with Bloomingdales
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T A U S S Y
D A N I E L
TAUSSY DANIEL
IG | @TAUSSYDANIEL

THE MOZAMBICAN BORN FASHION
DESIGNER RECENTLY SHOWCASED

at the African Fashion International
Johannesburg Fashion Week in South African
and left the fashion enthusiast, buyers and
local celebrities speechless with her designs.
Her first showcase was in 2012 in Italy and she
has since showcased in Paris, Portugal and her
home town to name but a few. It is her
beautiful creations that have seen local
Queens like Lootlove and Tsholo Mtshaba don
her creations.
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M P U M E L E L O
D H L A M I N I

EZOKHETHO
IG | @EZOKHETHO

Ezokhetho [which means "the selected, carefully chosen as being the best
or most suitable"] is a contemporary African clothing luxury brand that aims
to tell African stories using fabric as a medium.We continuously aspire to find
new ways of giving women clothing that makes a statement without
compromising on comfort and quality. We aim to make pieces that cater-to
and enhance the everyday, be it business or pleasure.
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S A R A H
D I O U F
TONGORO
IG | @TONGOROSTUDIO

LAUNCHED IN SPRING 2016 BY
SARAH DIOUF, TONGORO IS A
100% MADE IN AFRICA LABEL
DESIGNED AND PRODUCED IN
DAKAR, SENEGAL

.Our brand focuses on understanding the
fashion that our customers want offering
playful and unique apparel.By sourcing
our materials on the continent and
working with local tailors, our long-term
goal is to create a new dynamic for
africa-based manufacturing, and foster
the economic and social development of
artisanal workers in western
africa.Tongoro has gained international
brilliance since its launch with the likes
of beyonce, naomi campbell, alicia keys,
iman , burna boy (…) and has been listed
amongst fast company’s 50 most
innovative
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A N D I S W A
M D L E T Y E

ANDISWA APPAREL
IG | @ANDISWAAPPAREL

Andiswa hails from Umtata in the Eastern Cape, she creates
Women’s Ready-To-Wear with a strong focus on printed dresses
inspired by her faith, a love for the female form and an
appreciation for the craft of pattern-making.
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E L F R E D A
F A K O Y A

ELFREDA DALI
IG | @ELFREDADALI

Elfreda is a multidisciplinary artist, her design process is influenced by broad research seeking to incite conversations
around cultural theory and conceptual art development. Before a formal education in fashion design she was the youngest
designer at Africa Fashion Week London.
Elfreda Dali, is a collaborative, creative fashion studio through which she creates versatile clothing collectibles. It can be
described as a modern wardrobe with elements of elevated casual, formal wear and accessories. The brand focuses on
creating unique forward-thinking garments using responsible sourcing and manufacturing techniques.
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I A N
A U D I F F E R E N

TZAR STUDIOS
IG | @TZARSTUDIOS

TZAR STUDIOS IS A
CONTEMPORARY UNISEX
BRAND FOUNDED IN 2014
BIRTHED FROM THE INEFFABLE
LOVE FOR PRINTS INSPIRED BY
THE ETHOS OF THE
METROSEXUAL MAN.

Tzar challenges the conventional
approach to menswear creating unique
items that embody the purpose of form
and functionality. with women’s wear the
narrative is one of sophisticated
minimalism with elements of resplendence
The tenet of the brand is that fashion
needs to be functional primarily but also
bear a mode that reflects individuality
and the state of mind .Chukwuma Ian
Audifferen is the art director. Born in
Lagos Nigeria, he believes in clothes
that promote comfort and confidence and
strive to incorporate this notion in the
elements of design.
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P A P Y
K A L U W

URBAN ZULU
IG | @URBANZULUSA

Papy Kaluw’s fashion brand started when he dropped out of
university due to a lack of funds. He was left with no other
option but to try and make a living from skills he could teach
himself. Papy learnt how to design clothes from scratch and
began altering garments. His first creation was a simple T-shirt
for a friend and he began selling his clothes outside Market
Theatre. [The Insider SA]
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S H E R I A
N G O W I

SHERIA NGOWI
IG | @SHERIANGOWI

Sheria Ngowi says that his passion in fashion began when he was young and his parents influenced it especially
his father who had a love for fashion and sense of style. He used to style his parents before they left the house
for any eventand he became the family stylist. In 2008 he debuted his designs for both women and men under
Brand name Sheria Na Mavazi in Mysore, India. So Sheria Na Mavazi stands for Dressing Principles or
Regulations. In 2009 he launched his first professional collection under under Sheria Ngowi Designs. The
Collection was a dedication to his late father who was the driving force behind his love for fashion.
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THE STYLIST
PHENOMENON
WITH LINDIWE MAYISELA [ @LINDYCHUCK]
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"A STYLIST IS ONE WHO IS ABLE
TO GIVE SOMETHING A SENSE
OF FRESHNESS"
How would you define the term styling?
Styling is about forming a relationship with garments and the
muse. It's about putting these garments and fabrics together in a
way that signifies a particular look and feel on the form. The form
can be the human form or anything for that matter, even a fruit.
There are no bounds to styling.
What constitutes a stylist?
I don’t think there is one answer for that question. But firstly
having an interest in fashion is key. I think a stylist is one who is
able to give something a sense of freshness and thinking out of
the box on how to use clothes to create looks. A belt is a belt, but
can you use the belt to make a tie? I don’t know try it. I guess
that’s the point, how does one reinvent existing garments to
create something new.
Styling elements
Firstly you will get briefed by your client, director or
photographer. It is from this briefing that you create a moodboard
to illustrate how you would like this vision to be translated into
clothes. This is the stage where your expertise come in to back up
why you feel certain items/looks would work. Once the
moodboard has been approved, you buy or rent clothing for each
of the characters/models/ client and then go into a fitting. This
fitting is there to establish what is approved and what is thrown
out. Very important is to always have options! I can't stress this
enough.

What to study if you want to be a
stylist?
Most fashion institutions here in SA offer
styling as a course. I don’t think the
absence of doing a styling course is
detrimental. Most of what I learnt about
styling was from being a part of a styling
team for commercials, music videos and
brand work for brand campaigns. Although
I do have a background in fashion design,
most of my styling lessons came from
practically styling. Theory is important but
the real experience is in the actual work.
Is the industry growing and is the money that
good? The industry is definitely growing. I think
the industry is making space for us as the
younger generation. There is a new wave of
stylists and other members of the production
team such as photographers, make up artists
that are coming into the foreground and I think
that is great. We need fresh perspectives and
ideas.There is money to be made in styling
without a doubt, the money varies in terms of
where you do the work. Do you do long form,
commercials, music videos, narrative. Budgets
vary depending on that.

SA stylist v international stylists
I find that local stylists will do various media formats, they are quite well
rounded in moving from styling on a music video to working on a TVC and
then an editorial. I think each has different levels of intensity but overall
our stylists can swing from space to space. International stylists usually
focus on a certain niche, whether celebrity styling, magazine editorials or
costume design on film sets. In SA what I do love is that the work is quite
global but has a south African spirit to it. I find beautiful in how we can
take our local references into the global scale.
Career opportunites
There are plenty opportunities that styling provides. There are a number
of media formats where you can utilize your skills. Brand campaigns, TV
commercials, TV shows to name a few. One can become a costume
designer on film sets as well or a personal stylist where a client uses your
services to update their wardrobe. In the magazine world, one can
become a Fashion Director. Further in ones career there are opportunities
such as creative consulting for fashion brands or becoming a creative
director.
Shopping for a stylists
The most important thing is to ask the person you’d like to style for a
portfolio of their work, which would either be on a website or platforms
such as behance or Instagram. Our work is visual, so it is key to see
images of looks that they have produced. This will give you good insight
as to what their capabilities are and if their styling speaks to you or your
brands vision.
How to earn?
Reach out to established stylists and ask to assist them on their jobs,
most jobs will have an assistant rate included so in that way you can start
earning some bucks. I advise using that money to invest in yourself by
hiring clothes from wardrobe rental houses and designers to work on test
shoots where you’ll create looks. The more you have in your portfolio and
the more experience you have on set with your mentor, the opportunities
to become a senior stylist will open up for you. OM
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Producing iconic images for a client takes a village
and a key component to having an iconic image is the
clothing and how it ha been put together. The ones
responsible for this crucial element is the stylist. Here
is a list of some of the coolest sylists to know and
follow. .
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S T Y L I S T
L I S T

01
02
03
04
05
06
THOBEKA MADUNA MBANE
@THOBEKAMBANE

OLUWATOSIN
OGUNDADEGBE
@THESTYLEINFIDEL

AMY ZAMA
@AMYZAMAA

BRYAN EMRY
@BRYAN.EMRY

LETHABO MOTLATLE
@STYLEDBYLTHIIZ

TROY MOLAIWA
@THEFASHIONOFFICIAL_ZA
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